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Mathematical model of trachoma transmission
A schematic of the model structure is provided in Figure 1 .
As individuals become infected, recover from infection and then recover from active disease, they move up along a ladder of infection [1, 2] through the susceptible (Si), infected (Ii), infected and infectious (AIi) and then to active disease only (ADi) compartments, where each compartment is connected to the next. Discretised versions of the following continuous (in age and time) partial differential equations were used to describe the flow from one compartment to another in the simulation.
Individuals in the susceptible (S) state are susceptible to infection, while individuals in the infected (I) state are infected but not infectious, nor do they have active disease. Those in the active infection (AI) state are infectious and have active disease and are temporarily immune to re-infection, while those in active disease (AD) are still experiencing active disease but do not have an active infection, and are also temporarily immune to re-infection. We model 3 age classes: those aged zero -nine years old (the WHO key indicator group), 10 -14 years old and 15 + years. All results (except for the impact on sequelae) are plotted only for one -nine year olds. We denote age class by a, and the number of infections experienced as i. Parameter values for all three transmission settings are provided in Table S1 . Following infection in the S state, individuals progress into the I class at a rate , this rate of removal from S to I is independent of infection history, hence an individual's susceptibility to re-infection is independent of their previous infection. Individuals progress out of I at rate i to the AI class where they are infectious and also present with active disease; they progress out at a rate i and hence recover from infection. Here the rate of recovery from infection does depend on the number of previous infections. Individuals recover from AD at a rate i, which also depends on the number of previous infections experienced.
( ) ( 
It has recently been suggested that the dynamics of trachoma may facilitate elimination [3] . Here, we assume that individuals are exposed to a linear and non-linear force of infection (as previously modelled) [3] .
is the infectivity of an individual in compartment AIj. is the rate at which infected individuals progress to becoming infected and infectious, is the rate at which individuals recover from infection, is the rate at which individuals recover from active disease only. ( , ′ ) is a mixing matrix which contains information on the rate of mixing between individuals of age group a and a' [4] .
, ′ is the Kronecker Delta. Na' is the number of individuals of age a' in the population and indicates the degree of mixing assortativity, which can range between 0 (random age mixing) and 1 (fully assortative).
Rate of recovery
The per individual rate of recovery from infection (measured as a rate per year) from infection i the rate of recovery is assumed to change as an exponential function of i that begins at a rate of 1 (recovery from the first infection) and rises to a maximum rate 100 where no greater rate of recovery can be achieved after this point. [2] = ( 1 − 100 )exp[− ( − 1)] + 100
We also model the per individual rate of recovery from active disease only (measured as a rate per year) from infection i the rate of recovery is assumed to change as an exponential function of i that begins at a rate of 1 (recovery from the first infection) and rises to a maximum rate 100 . We assume the rate of change of the recovery rate per infection ( ) is the same for recovery from infection and active disease.
Values of these parameters are provided in Table S1 .
Infectivity
We assumed the infectivity of an individual ( ) was proportional to the log of their bacterial load i l , which was a function of the number of previous infections experienced by each individual, a trend that is in agreement with the data from trachoma endemic communities in which the bacterial load decreases with age [5, 6] . We assumed that an individual's load decreased with an increasing number of infections experienced. We assumed a linear decline in the log of the bacterial load. This function also saturated after 100 infections had been experienced.
Treatment of individuals
All individuals in the I and AI states can be treated effectively with antibiotics, and antibiotics do not treat those in the AD class. We assume a differential efficacy of treatment for individuals who have high and low bacterial loads. For individuals who have experienced 10% of the maximum number of infections, we assumed that the immune response was not strong enough to control infection well and therefore these individuals had a high bacterial load. This assumption is supported by clinical data from Tanzania and Gambia, which shows that infections with high bacterial loads were more commonly found in children than adults, hence we assume that young children have experienced fewer infections than adults [5, 7, 8] . Following the first 10% of infections, infected individuals had a lower bacterial load, and efficacy of treatment was higher. Baseline efficacy parameters are provided in Table S1 .
We modelled treatment so that individuals in Ii who are treated successfully return to the Si state they were in before they were infected. However, for those in AIi, if they were treated successfully we assumed that they then moved into Si+1 state. A schematic of this movement is presented in Figure S1 . Figure S1 . A schematic of how infected individuals move along the infection ladder when successfully treated. Individuals who are infected but not infectious when treated return to the Si class they were in before they were infected (indicated by the red arrow), hence no immunity is acquired as a result of infection. For those in the AIi class who are successfully treated they progress to the i +1 state (indicated by the green arrow) and are assumed to acquire immunity as a consequence of the infection they experienced.
Additional file 1:
Calculating the number of people treated at each time point
In scenarios 1 and 3 we calculated the number of people effectively treated (i.e. the number for whom bacterial load is cleared) in the high and low bacterial load groups as c*eh/l, which is simply coverage multiplied by the efficacy of the antibiotic, dependent on whether an individual had a high or low bacterial load. The reason that this calculation was so simple was that, in these scenarios, a single round of antibiotic is being administered to the community.
It is more complicated to estimate the number of people effectively treated in two rounds of treatment, since the overall effectiveness of two rounds of treatment in the community depends upon: a) whether an individual was treated at both rounds i.e. did an individual receive two doses of antibiotic rather than one? b) did a twice-treated individual initially harbour a high or a low bacterial load? The second of these points is important because a single antibiotic dose for a high load individual will either clear the load, reduce the high load to a low bacterial load, or fail i.e. do nothing. Our model structure does not easily allow us to track those who have or have not been treated once, to allow us to apply different antibiotic efficacies on these different groups. We therefore perform a calculation that accounts for the effective coverage over two rounds but is applied as if it were a single treatment round. For high loaders in scenarios 2 and 4, this was calculated as:
The first of these terms is simply the proportion of the population that clears a high load infection after a single treatment round, despite receiving two treatment rounds. The second term refers to the proportion of the population for whom the first round 'fails' but the second round succeeds in clearing infection. This group is made up of two subgroups: those for whom the first round leaves them in a high bacterial load state, and those for whom the high bacterial load has been reduced to a low one; these subgroups are modelled as being 50% each of the population that 'fails' the first round (failure rate after 1 round of treatment, according to West et al [6] , was observed to be 10-15% of those high-loaders who were treated). The third term is the population proportion which receives only a single treatment round, of the two administered to the community (because they miss the second round i.e. they do not show up for treatment the second time around) but the single round is sufficient to clear their high bacterial load. Figure S2 illustrates the how we calculated the coverage level, and it assumes random treatment For low loaders this was:
Each of the three terms comprising this expression have analogous explanations to the terms in the high load expression above.
Additional file 1: Figure S2 . Schematic illustration of the proportion of the modelled community that receives single or a double round of treatment. Here, each round of treatment has a coverage c and, because we assume that treatment is administered randomly, c 2 is the population proportion receiving two doses. The proportion receiving only one of the two doses is therefore 2(c -c 2 ). Grey dashed line indicates 5% prevalence, where <5% prevalence of active disease is the GET 2020 target level.
Parameters
Sensitivity analysis comparing biannual treatment with the two dose strategy
If coverage was 60%, MDA alone was insufficient to eliminate infection and even bring the prevalence of infection below 10% ( Figure S4 ). Although, the short term reductions in prevalence were much greater with the double-dose treatment strategy in comparison to treatment at six-monthly intervals. If combined with MDA, transmission reduction needed to be at least 30% to successfully eliminate infection. indicates 5% prevalence, where <5% prevalence of active disease is the GET 2020 target level.
MDA and transmission reduction
As the coverage level reduced, a greater reduction in the transmission rate was needed in order to eliminate infection and prevent re-emergence, but the reduction required was always higher for scenario one in comparison to scenario two. When coverage was 60% in the hyperendemic community ( Figure S7 ), at least a 40% reduction in transmission was needed to control infection for scenario three, while for scenario four a maximum of 30% was needed ( Figure S7g&h ). As coverage increased to 95%, a 30% reduction in transmission was sufficient to control infection for scenario three ( Figure S13e&f ), however no transmission reduction was needed in scenario four to eliminate and control infection ( Figure S13g&h ). For the mesoendemic community when coverage was 60%, a 20% or more reduction in transmission was required to control infection ( Figure   S8e&f ), while in scenario four a reduction of 10% was sufficient ( Figure S8g&h ). However, if coverage was increased to 95% only a reduction in of 10% was needed for scenarios three and four ( Figure S14e-h ). For the hypoendemic community even when coverage was 60%, a transmission reduction of 20% and 10% or more was sufficient to control infection in both treatment distribution scenarios three ( Figure S9e&f ) and four ( Figure S9g&h ) respectively. As coverage increased to 95% a reduction in the transmission rate of at least 10% was needed for scenario three however it was not necessary for scenario four ( Figure S15e-h) .
Sensitivity of the results to variation in treatment efficacy
When efficacy of treatment was assumed to be low for high and low bacterial loaders (40% vs 70% for each load group respectively), MDA alone was insufficient to reduce long-term infection prevalence in the hyperendemic community ( Figure S16a-d) , thus a greater level of transmission reduction was needed to control infection, for scenario three an instantaneous drop in transmission of 40% was needed ( Figure   S16e&f ). While for scenario four a reduction of at least 30% was needed. If efficacy was higher than the baseline, scenario one had no long-term impact on reducing transmission ( Figure S17a&b ), in contrast, for scenario two infection was nearly eliminated from the community after five rounds of MDA ( Figure S17c&d ).
Therefore, for scenario four only 10% reduction in transmission was required to control infection ( Figure   S17g&h ), however for scenario three at least a 30% reduction in transmission was needed ( Figure S17e&f ).
For the mesoendemic community if efficacy of treatment was assumed to be low, MDA alone under either distribution strategy could not eliminate infection, indeed for scenario one after three rounds of MDA infection prevalence was not even reduced to 5% ( Figure S18 ). In scenarios three and four a drop in transmission of at least 10% was needed to control infection in the absence of further treatment. For scenario three, even assuming the highest level of efficacy ( Figure S19 ), MDA alone was not sufficient to control infection ( Figure S19e&f ), without further rounds of MDA and an instantaneous reduction of more than 10% was needed to control infection. However three rounds of MDA in the mesoendemic community alone was enough to control infection at this high efficacy ( Figure S19c&d ).
Assuming the lowest treatment efficacy in the hypoendemic community ( Figure S20 ) it was possible to reduce prevalence of active disease to 5% with one annual round MDA for three years ( Figure S20b ). However after treatment was discontinued prevalence of infection and active disease increased. However with scenario two infection was eliminated within the community following three rounds of treatment ( Figure S20c&d ). Limited additional reduction in the transmission rate was needed to prevent possible re-emergence of infection in scenario 4 ( Figure S20g&h ). However > 10% was needed for scenario 3 ( Figure S20e&f) .
Assuming the highest level of efficacy assessed here infection was completely eliminated from the community with three rounds of MDA under both antibiotic distribution strategies ( Figure S21a-d 
Sensitivity of the results to variation in the number of infections required for immunity to plateau
Increasing the number of infections at which immunity plateaus did not result in any dramatic differences between the scenarios modelled. However, it was apparent that reducing the number of infections at which immunity plateaued resulted in much more rapid re-emergence following each round of infection within the community, while increasing the number resulted in a much slower re-emergence of infection. This trend was most apparent for the hyperendemic community, while only a very small difference was observed for the hypoendemic community ( Figure S26 -S27). 
Sensitivity of the results to changes in the number
Sensitivity of the results to variation in the number of high load infections
For all transmission settings limited impact on the effectiveness of the interventions was observed when we varied the number of infections that qualified individuals as either high or low loaders. We saw a small change in the dynamics of infection treatment and re-emergence for the hyperendemic community only (Figures S28 -S33 ). When the first 20 infections were assumed to be high loaders we saw a slightly larger impact on the reduction in prevalence with the double-dose treatment. However, we also observed a faster rate of reemergence following treatment cessation when the first 20 infections were classified as high load. Very similar levels of transmission reduction through enhanced F&E were required for the long-term control of infection.
This effect was most apparent for the hyperendemic community ( Figure S28&S29 ), and least apparent for the hypoendemic community ( Figure S32&S33 ).
Sensitivity of the results to a non-instantaneous large reduction in
It is possible that F&E will not be accessed by all members of the community equally, and at the same rate.
Therefore we also consider incremental reductions in occur when each round of MDA does. We assume that the decline in is exponential, therefore the largest reduction in occurs when the first round of MDA does, but that additional reductions occur in across the trial period. The same total reduction in is modelled, however the time taken to achieve this total reduction is longer in the findings presented below.
Overall, we identified very little difference in the results between the two different reductions in for the meso ( Figure S35 ) and hypoendemic communities ( Figure S35 ). However, for the hyperendemic community ( Figure S34 ) the year-on-year reductions in infection prevalence seen with the double dose strategy and with annual MDA and enhanced F&E were smaller than when an instantaneous reduction was assumed. However, the overall findings remained consistent. indicates 5% prevalence, where <5% prevalence of active disease is the GET 2020 target level.
Sensitivity of the results to an increase in the susceptibility to re-infection in the AD state
In the baseline model we assumed that individuals in the AD state (TF positive only) were 100% immune to reinfection. We test the sensitivity of our results to this assumption and allow individuals to be re-infected in the AD state with a 50% probability.
Increasing the susceptibility of individuals in the AD state to re-infection results in the value of beta required to achieve a given level of endemic prevalence is reduced for all transmission settings. Thus, in all transmission settings the effort in terms of interventions required to eliminate infection within the community is less than the baseline analysis. For example, in the hyperendemic community ( Figure S37 prevalence, where <5% prevalence of active disease is the GET 2020 target level.
